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Cathodoluminescence of meteoritic and synthetic forsterite at 296 and 77 K using TEM
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ABSTRACT

Cathodoluminescence (CL) emission spectra of forsterite from the Allende (CV3) and
Murchison (C2) meteorites and from Cr-doped and pure synthetic forsterite samples have
been obtained at room (296 K) and liquid nitrogen (77 K) temperatures using a transmis-
sion electron microscope. At room temperature, three broad CL emissions centered near
420, 640, and 800 nm occur in the meteoritic forsterite, and one peak at 800 nm occurs
in one Cr31-doped forsterite sample. Only the 420 nm peak is present in pure synthetic
forsterite. Relative to room temperature, at liquid-nitrogen temperature there is a general
increase in overall CL intensity, whereas a broad peak located between 700 and 800 nm
changes to a series of sharp emissions centered near 700 nm and a narrower but still broad
peak centered near 800 nm.

The portion of the broad peak near 700 nm at room temperature and equivalent sharp
peaks at low temperature are assigned to Cr31 in octahedral coordination, whereas the
broad peak near 800 nm is attributed to Cr associated with structural defects. The peak at
640 nm is consistent with a similar peak in Mn21-doped forsterite. The peak at 420 nm
results from an unknown structural effect that can be eliminated in synthetic forsterite by
mechanical deformation. The variation of relative intensities at room temperature for the
two broad peaks at 700 and 800 nm in meteoritic forsterite can be correlated with meteorite
type and may reflect different processes in forsterite formation or subsequent processing.

INTRODUCTION

Nearly pure forsterite occurs both as single grains in
the matrices of primitive meteorites and within chon-
drules and inclusions (Steele 1986a), but its origin re-
mains controversial (McSween 1977; Olsen and Gross-
man 1978; Jones 1992). Such forsterite is particularly
easy to recognize because it shows cathodoluminescence
(CL), usually seen using an electron microprobe or lu-
minescence microscope. Steele et al. (1985) and Steele
(1986a, 1989, 1992) described CL in forsterite from prim-
itive meteorites and micrometeorites and correlated the
CL color with chemical composition. The Mg-rich core
with less than about 2 wt% FeO is enriched in minor
amounts of Al, Ca, V, Ti, and Sc relative to the rim, which
contains more Cr and Mn and up to ;30 wt% FeO. These
forsterite cores show CL but the rims do not because high
Fe21 concentrations quench CL. Patterns of CL within
meteoritic forsterite have also been described that corre-
spond to oscillatory zoning, with the implication that
these grains crystallized from a melt (Steele 1995). Syn-
thetic Cr-doped forsterite is an important material for tun-
able lasers (Petričević et al. 1989), and CL may prove to
be a useful technique for characterization of some of its
chemical and physical properties.

CL emissions result from several sources, including
electronic transitions among d and f energy levels and

transitions among energy levels caused by various types
of structural defects. It can be difficult to ascribe partic-
ular CL emissions to any one effect, but a correlation
among color, intensity, and composition is strong evi-
dence for a cause-effect relationship. For example, syn-
thetic samples doped with a single activating ion may
provide a reference for a wavelength that is characteristic
of that ion in a particular site in that material. The inten-
sity calibration is more difficult because it is not a simple
function of concentration but rather is affected by other
elements (Marshall 1988). Because transition metal ions
with unfilled d shells (e.g., Cr and Mn) occur in forsterite
that shows CL, they are logical candidates for correlation
with CL properties. Complications may occur because
some elements in the first transition series can have mul-
tiple oxidation states (e.g., Cr, Ti, V), and their ions may
substitute in more that one crystallographic site, each
with different energy levels that result from different co-
ordination (Burns 1993).

CL spectra are typically obtained using the electron
microprobe, which may allow correlation with composi-
tion. However, uncertainties arise because some elements
that cause CL may be below the detection level of the
electron microprobe. The TEM also generates CL, with
the added advantages that significantly higher spatial res-
olution is possible, samples can be cooled, and micro-


